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Services


Injection Moulding

Plastic Injection Moulding
Liquid Silicone Rubber
Overmoulding and Insert Moulding
Production
Prototyping
Finishing
Quality
Toolkit





CNC Machining

CNC Milling
CNC Turning
Threading
Max Extents
Finishing
Toolkit





3D Printing

Stereolithography
Metal 3D Printing
Multi Jet Fusion
Selective Laser Sintering
PolyJet & 3D Printed Silicone (60-65%)
Max Extents
Post-Processing
Toolkit








Injection Moulding Material Selector

Our pocket-sized Material Selector is a useful reference guide to help you choose the right material for your project. 


Get Yours
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Materials

Materials by Service


Injection Moulding
Moulded plastic prototypes and production parts

CNC Machining
Machined prototypes and production parts in as fast as 1 day

3D Printing
Additive manufacturing for quality plastic and metal parts






Materials by Type



Plastics
Various grades of plastics across moulding, machining, and 3D printing

Metals
Extensive library of metal materials for machining, and 3D printing

Elastomers
Flexible materials for injection moulding and 3D printing




Supply Your Own Resin
Guidelines on how to supply custom resin for your next project

Colourants
A broad range of colourants available for injection moulding











The material selection process

Do you need a guide for selecting thermoplastic materials? Here you will find expert knowledge about thermoplastics and tips that will make it easier for you to choose a material for your moulded parts.


Read Now
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Resources


Industries
Learn how major industries use digital manufacturing




Design Tips
Advice on common manufacturability issues and material selection




Guides and Trend Reports
In-depth guides and reports on a range of digital manufacturing topics




Case Studies
Real-world success stories from innovative companies




Design Aids
Get physical tools and resources to improve part design




Blog
Your source for design resources, in-depth features, and industry news




inspirON exchange podcast
Connecting industry pioneers and academic partners to share their expertise and insights




inspirON academy
Training and educational resources to help you develop personally and professionally




Educational Hub
Resources for classrooms and future engineers




Insight Videos
Our Insight video series helping you to master digital manufacturing




Events
Join industry events and on-demand or live webinars




FAQs
Answers to common questions across our service lines




Glossary
Quick definitions of common manufacturing terms and acronyms









Design Cube

With this design aid for injection moulding you will learn the basics for the production of high-quality plastic parts.


Get Yours
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About Us

Digital Network

Digital Network
Digital Factories x Digital Network
Quality Assurance at Network






Our Company


Why Protolabs
Research and Development
Locations
Careers
Investor Relations
Press







Contact us



Halesfield 8,
Telford,
Shropshire,
TF7 4QN

P: +44 (0) 1952 683047
E: [email protected]









New digital offer platform

Our all-new platform for quotations, design analysis and orders is faster and more intuitive than ever and is designed with customers like you in mind. Curious about how to get parts quickly this way?


Learn More
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Sign In/ Sign Up
Get a Quote








Sign In/ Sign Up
Get a Quote
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Quick-turn anodising on machined parts!

Learn More


arrow_right_alt



Your Single Digital Manufacturing Resource


We are the fastest and most comprehensive manufacturing service in the world. Get an online quote with free design analysis for quality parts in as fast as 1 day.




Upload a Part
Sample Design Analysis

































Certifications

ISO 9001:2015  | ISO 14001:2018 | ISO 13485 |  DNV Qualification of Manufacture for Inconel 718 | JOSCAR
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Our Manufacturing Services








	Injection Moulding
	CNC Machining
	3D Printing
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Injection Moulding

Get affordable, high-quality moulded parts and bridge tooling within days. With our free mouldability consultation, the design and moulding process is rapidly accelerated to save you time and money.

Learn More 






	Low-volume moulding up to 100,000+ parts with volume pricing available—no MOQ required
	100+ plastic, elastomeric, and silicone rubber materials
	Automated CMM for fast, in-house quality documentation
	Moulds from £995
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CNC Machining

Leverage the same speed, precision, and reliability in machining that you’re accustomed to at Protolabs but unlock advanced machining capabilities like tighter tolerances and volume pricing through our manufacturing network.

Learn More 




	Machined parts in as fast as 1 day with optional plating and anodising in as fast as 6 days
	Cost-efficient machined parts at higher volumes
	Tolerances down to ±0.020mm through our digital network




[image: Part made by CNC machining]








3D Printing

Want quality parts and additive expertise at a single 3D printing source? Choose from seven different additive manufacturing technologies for cost-effective prototyping and highly precise, repeatable production parts.

Learn More 




	Additive technologies include metal 3D printing, SLA, SLS and more
	30 plastic and metal materials in a range of finishes
	25 years of additive manufacturing expertise




[image: Lattice structure made through 3D printing]




























What’s New at Protolabs?
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inspirON academy

Created by Engineers, for Engineers, inspirON academy provides training and educational resources to help you develop personally and professionally. All courses are free and CPD accredited, with training material provided upfront meaning you can learn at your own pace.

Learn more arrow_right_alt
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The Balancing Act: Unlocking Innovation in Manufacturing

Our report on manufacturing innovation is here! Based on the insights of over 450 European manufacturing executives, the report uncovers how newtechnologies, volatile supply chains and shifting cultural values are causing manufacturers to reconsider how they operate and the implications of those innovations

Download Now arrow_right_alt
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Enhanced Surface Quality for SLS and MJF parts

Protolabs has redeveloped our surface quality standards for MJF and SLS produced parts, delivering a best-in-class finish through flexible surface roughness options. Now you can select the appropriate surface finish that your part requires, with the quality service that you expect from Protolabs.

Learn More arrow_right_alt
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3D Printing DFM

We now offer design for additive manufacturability analysis on all 3D-printed parts, which allows you to adjust thin walls, small gaps, and part size to improve part design before printing.

Learn More arrow_right_alt
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Critical to Quality

Protolabs has extended its free automated critical to quality (CTQ) reporting to include geometric, dimensioning and tolerancing (GD and T) for its on-demand injection moulding service.

Learn More arrow_right_alt
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Putzbrunn Facility

Our new 3D printing Centre of Excellence in Putzbrunn means that we can take your part from design, through production and then finish it all under one roof. Whether you need sub assembly, surface treatment, finishing or quality measurement and reporting we can deliver what you need quickly.

Learn More arrow_right_alt

























































Welcome to the Digital Network



Our digital network includes more than 250 highly vetted manufacturing partners around the world. The result is a wider envelope of advanced capabilities, improved cost-efficiencies, and higher part quantities—all at your fingertips.



Explore the Network





 















































Key Industries we work with


















Medical
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Aerospace
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Automotive
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Consumer Electronics

[image: manufacturing for consumer electronics industry icon]







Industrial Equipment
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and more...


















How to Work With Us
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Upload a CAD File

To start, simply select a manufacturing process and upload a 3D CAD file.
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Get Quote with DFM

Within a few hours we'll send you design for manufacturability (DFM) analysis and real-time pricing.
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Manufacturing Begins

Once you review your quote and place your order, we'll start the manufacturing process. We also offer finishing options.
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Parts are Shipped!

Our digital manufacturing process allows us to produce parts in as fast as 1 day.


















Start a Project
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Design and Engineering Support

We offer both automated and live manufacturing support. With every quote, you get free interactive manufacturability (DFM) analysis to quickly improve part design, but if you have additional questions, applications engineers are always available to talk through your project at +44 (0) 1952 683047 or [email protected].
 Schedule a Free Design Review
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Infinite Capacity

Between our on-demand digital factories and our global network of manufacturers, you never have to worry about capacity issues. Get consistent lead times, a range of plastic and metal material options, and a reliable supply chain option. Quality parts on time—every time.
 About Us
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Digital Manufacturing Guide

Our in-depth guide looks at everything digital manufacturing—from navigating digital quoting and designing parts for cost reduction to launching products to market fast.

Get Guide
 
























Manufacturing Resources
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Selecting a Rapid Prototyping Process

Compare the advantages and disadvantages of common rapid prototyping processes in order to make the best decision for your project.

Read Guide
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Design for Mouldability Toolkit

Get in-depth design advice to optimise your plastic parts for injection moulding. Designing with mouldability in mind can accelerate production time and reduce production costs.

View Toolkit
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How to Reduce CNC Machining Costs

Incorporate a few design and material considerations to reduce your machining expenses.

Read Design Tip






















Stay Connected!
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Proto Labs Ltd.,
Halesfield 8,
Telford, Shropshire,
TF7 4QN




Phone: +44 (0) 1952 683047
Email: [email protected]
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